Professional Services with Competitive Pricing
One Stop Entertainment (OSE), has thousands of licensed music from the early
50’s to the hottest tunes of today. Something for everyone! We have over 20,000
music videos and the list grows monthly. If you want, put together a playlist and
we’ll incorporate it into your evening along with requests from your guests. Let us
pack your dance floor, add one of our professional DJ’s/VJ’s and you have the
combination for a great evening of Fun and Dance!

OSE is AVLA Licensed. (Audio Video Licensing Agency)

Lighting Is The Key To Creating A Beautiful Atmosphere!

OSE specializes in highlighting the decorations that you’ll be spending your hard
earned dollars on. We’ll work closely with your decorator to achieve the exact
atmosphere you imagined. We’ll spend the time featuring & up-lighting head table
backdrops, your wedding cake, the candy and gift tables as well as any other decor
your decorator may include in their package. Ceiling and wall up-lighting can
transpose your venue into a glamorous atmosphere as shown above. You don’t
want to let all those beautiful amenities disappear into the dark when the lights go
down! Christmas lights, while workable, don’t do the job that production lighting
is designed for!

OSE goes the extra mile by Going Green and being ECO Friendly. LED Lighting
not only conserves energy but has the best effect for adding wonderful color to any
venue. Besides the ambient and up-lighting services we offer, OSE will supply the
newest in LED Dance Club lighting. We also have Lasers, Moving Heads, and
Designer Vertical Trussing to add a unique visual experience to your evening.
Include a quality sound system, with subs, and you’re ready to boogie!

Note: Additional special effect and ambient lighting is available
and will be discussed when confirming your wedding date.

Another thing that is very popular and adds closeness to the evening, is watching a
slide presentation with various photos of the Bride & Grooms past and present.
This gives family, friends and relatives a chance to reconnect, especially if the
families have traveled long distances to be a part of your special day. OSE offers
multimedia services such as projectors and screens to make this possible.

Always A Big Hit!

In our experience, your guests will often arrive at the reception an hour prior to the
bride and groom, especially, if they’re from out of town. OSE can fill that void
by playing some relaxed background music that takes away the silence and allows
your guests the opportunity to mingle and get reacquainted. If you wish, supply us
with your music of choice. The relaxed atmosphere takes your guests mind off the
waiting factor until the Bride and Groom make their Grand entrance.

We at One Stop Entertainment truly understand that this is the most important day
of your lives. We listen closely to what you visualize and expect and we promise to
give you exactly that. Take a look at two of our basic packages and then give us a
call. We’ll do our best to supply the services you request and fit it into your
budget!

DJ Package – $599
- Licensed Music for all Ages
- Professional Sound System with Subs
- LED Par Lighting for Stage
- LED Dance Club Lighting
- Professional DJ
Note: Add a projector and screen to present a picture slide show for only an
additional $199
(Various Screen Sizes available – prices may vary)
VJ or Multi Media Package – $849
- All of the DJ Package Plus….
- An Hour of Cocktail Music prior to Wedding Party Arrival
- Bridal Party Entrance Song
- Screen & Projector for Picture Slide Show
- Wireless Microphone if required
- Your Favorite Music & or Videos from the 60’s 70’s 80’s 90’s and Millennium
- More Dance Lighting which will include, Star Balls, Mini Lasers, UV Bars etc.
(These give a nice effect to your venue and will be discussed at time of booking)

Ask about additional Effect Lighting and Up-Lighting which includes Designer
Trussing and will give you the “ Ultimate Atmosphere “ for your special evening.
Note: These packages can be adjusted to whatever you may have in mind and will
be discussed before confirming your wedding date.
Packages do not include HST
It doesn’t cost anything for a quote and the sky is the limit.

You will See and Hear the Difference!

We look forward to hearing from you.
Thank You!
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